
IV

ARGUMENT AND COMMENTARY
ON CRITICS AND WRITERS

The notebooks record with humour, impartial argument and sometimes
with passionate fury Hope’s views on the art and/or the disease of criti-
cism. His distaste for free verse and its associated side effects is
expressed through analogies with other disciplines or by drawing on
modes of operation of social structures.Within these large frameworks,
Hope takes on writers, critics, poets and artists who have dared to stray
into the ‘enemy’ camp.

Hope does not hold back when he comes across fraudulent
research, incoherence and vanity among celebrated writers and critics.
Robert Graves, Yvor Winters and F. R. Leavis are some of the writers
who are recipients of Hope’s scorn.

This section also communicates the extent to which Hope was
amused, informed or titillated by what he terms ‘literary gossip’. I have
also chosen to include in this chapter samples of his commitment to
poets, writers, thinkers, artists and friends who he believed had made his
life richer.

TRAVEL NOTES 1958

(a) After a year spent in visiting the great universities and the great
libraries of the English-speaking world I find myself more and more
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oppressed by the bulk and weight of studies which appear no longer to
be determined by what there is to study but by the number of those
who teach and study and the need to publish [a] as means of advance-
ment or mere maintenance and subsistence.

The study of literature, in my life-time, has changed from an
ancillary service, conscious that its life and its purpose were secondary
and to some extent parasitic, into a great industry using literature as
its raw material and concerned to find enough of this material to
provide for the starving and multiplying hordes of research workers.
The study of literature no longer means the study of poems and plays,
romances and essays, but the study of hundreds of books about each
work of literature — a jungle of secondary growth that bids fair to
strangle the primary growth. More and more writers are taking refuge
in this world.

The poet-on-campus, the novelist or poet who earns his regular
living as a lecturer or professor in the department of English, the
teacher of creative writing are perhaps all symptoms of a transforma-
tion taking place in our time, such that in a hundred years the
academic institutions will train writers, control and exploit literature
in its own way and to its own ends. The ‘free’ writer will be as much
of an anomaly and a curiosity, as the owner of a cottage factory. The
change will be similar to that by which a hunting society becomes
a herding and pastoralist society. Writers will be ‘bred for milk’ or
‘bred for beef’. Fantastic as it sounds it seems to me quite possible and
perhaps to have already begun to happen.
(b) I find myself wondering how long the human mind can stand the
loss of its old faculty, of oblivion. Former civilizations preserved as
much of the past as they needed or desired. For the first time in the
course of time it has been possible and thought desirable for a civiliza-
tion to document and study itself. To forget nothing and to preserve
everything even the voices and appearance of the past. The effect is
like that of a body unable to eliminate its waste. What one gets in the
end is not a civilization at all but a mass of corrupting customs,
costive minds and suffocating hearts. Meanwhile the fields denied the
waste and dung, grow sterile too. 

— Book V, 1958, p. 83–4.
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WHY NOT TRY IT?

Critics often go on as though esthetic beliefs and artistic practices were
subject to a moral order, as though there were a universal church of art
and they were the watchdogs against the wickedness of the heretics.
And the heretics go on as though they had discovered, and alone discov-
ered, the secret of the good life, concealed from all time to be revealed to
them alone at last. But this is not so. The theories of art, like their prac-
tice, are still almost completely empirical. Certain practices ‘work’,
certain practices do not. That is all we know for sure. And even what we
think we are sure of can be overturned by someone who finds a way to
succeed where others have tried and failed to make it work. There is no
deccalogue and no categorical imperative in these matters.

A great deal of criticism consists of the arbitrary and indeed
unconscious elevation of local tribal customs to the status of eternal
and universal verities. And those who reject the customs and taboos
of the tribe are just as bad. They believe themselves the recipients of
a divine moral revelation.

— Book VI, 1960, p. 69.

SONNET TO A BROTHER POET

A man of letters, Hippolyte Babou,
— God help us, but there’s something in a name!
A Man of Taste, a Critic of some fame,
Once dammed your Fleurs du Mal in a review.

Alas, poor Pooh-Bah! Poor Baboon-Babou,
He was so confident, so sure the game
Was his by right, it almost seems a shame
Time should have left him weltering in the pooh.

But oh, to see the charlatan, the hack,
These self-appointed police of taste and style
Proved wrong, to watch the hollow judgement crack,
Ridicule shrivel that smug, Olympian calm,
Brings poets, when they meet, once in a while,
What belly-laughs, what recompense, what balm!

— Hydra 1965
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I don’t know where I got the idea. I thought Professor Schmidt’s little
book, but it’s not there and it’s not true! Babou praised the Fleurs du
Mal and defended Baudelaire, though on feeble grounds. See note-
book IX — where I try to wriggle out of the gaffe!

— Book VIII, 1964, p. 152.

LITERARY GOSSIP I

I am not much of an admirer of the chit-chat school and think the
collection of trivial anecdotes about famous people is often disgusting
rather than amusing or interesting. Yet my heart warms to Aubrey
and his:

How these curiosities would be quite forgott, did not such idle
fellowes as I am putt them down.

Brief Lives: Venetia Digby

I set down here while I remember them — a few bits of gossip about
writers and others:
Tennyson: Mrs Stewart Murray, of Sulton Verrey near Warminster, in
1929 told me that when she was a young girl she was at a luncheon at
which Tennyson was present. She was nervous about doing the right
thing and when her host, who was carving said: ‘How do you like your
mutton, Miss Cust, thick or thin?’ She hesitated, not knowing what
to say and then answered, ‘O, thin please!’ — To her unutterable
confusion Tennyon’s voice came booming down the table: ‘Only Fools
like their mutton cut thin!’
Aubrey Beardsley: Miss Matilda Talbot of Lacock Abbey, Wilts. told me
this about the same time: ‘I used to know Aubrey Beardsley when I was
young and we were friends. I once asked him: ‘Aubrey, why do you draw
such horrible subjects?’ He said: ‘I have dreadful nightmares which
oppress me for days after. If I draw them I find they do not worry me.’
Christopher Brennan: The students who heard him used to say of
Brennan that he delighted to embarrass the women in his classes,
they thought on purpose, by lecturing on Kant, which he pronounced
with the K very hard and the German ‘a’ very forcefully produced. So
that he appeared constantly to be saying things like, ‘You must pay
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more attention to Cunt gentlemen’, ‘Cunt is absolutely fundamental
to an understanding of Romantic German literature’, ‘We must not
press Cunt too far’, ‘Cunt will satisfy us where Schlegel merely stimu-
lates’, etc. Whether this was true or not I do not know, I think it was
Arthur Pelham who told me.

When I was in my early twenties I heard all sorts of stories about
this — to us young men — fabulous character from students of his.
I have forgotten most of them, which is one reason why I write these
details now. One was the story of a fellow-student who called to see
C. J. B. in his room at the university one evening, knocked and had
no answer so tried the door which opened and he went in. Chris was
sitting in his chair weeping. On the gas bracket (or on the table in
front of him) was a pair of women’s garters. The student went away
and closed the door without speaking. It was the day a dear friend —
rumour said his mistress — had been knocked down and killed in the
street. Chris had been to see the body and brought away the garters.

One day a year or so before he died, I was drinking in Adams
Hotel in Sydney — the gorgeous Nineties Bar — with Ralph
Piddington son of Mr Justice Piddington.1 Ralph said something
about Chris Brennan and at my reply asked in surprise: ‘Have you
never met him?’ I said that I had never even seen him. ‘Well we must
go and see him at once,’ said Ralph, ‘he’s drinking himself downhill
very fast now and won’t last much longer. You must hear him talk,
if he still can.’

We hired one of the horse-cabs that still plied in Sydney and
went to Kings Cross where Ralph said we would be sure to find him in
the lounge bar of the Mansions Hotel. And so we did, but he was
sitting at a table so sodden that we could not get more than a grunt or
two and some incoherent muttering from him. After a while I got up
and went into the lavatory and while I was standing at the pissoir
Chris lumbered up beside me. I had finished my business and, taking
a pencil from my pocket I wrote on the wall in front of us a line of
verse from a Pompeian wall inscription:

MULTO MELIUS QUAM GLABER 
FUTUITER CUNNUS PILOSSUS.2

(This turns out to be wrong, but it was the way I recalled it.) Chris
looked at it for a moment, took the pencil out of my hand, and as
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I remember, wrote some further lines, then talked clearly and interest-
ingly about Latin accentual verse and we returned to Ralph. I was
pleased and thought I might hear him talk, but after a minute or two
he relapsed into his stupor. Still I am glad I did meet him and have
sometimes thought of making a poem on the meeting. I am glad too
that it was the ‘cunnus pilossus’ that brought us together.
Mary Gilmore: I never met her either. But one night just after my
return from Oxford I talked to a group called The Henry Lawson
Society, which at that time seemed to consist partly of school-
teachers and others interested in Australian writing and partly of old
mates of Henry Lawson and their mates. With an accent that must
have shocked them, and with what I now remember as a conde-
scending manner, I explained just why Henry Kendall, my subject,
was no poet and would not survive in the literary history of the future.
My audience was appalled and hurt and then rather hostile as the
discussion that followed got under way. Finally someone asked me:
well who would you call a good Australian poet? I mentioned Brennan
and my audience then [began] to decry Brennan. An elderly woman
with a striking appearance was sitting in the middle row and had not
taken any part in the dog-fight. Suddenly she got to her feet and in
a surprisingly powerful voice said: ‘This young man is quite right.
Brennan was the Thunder and the Lighting!’ She said some other
things I wish I could now remember and left before the end of the
meeting. I learned that it was Mary Gilmore.
Henry Lawson: John Le Gay Brereton3 talked to me a good deal about
Lawson when I was a student of his. As far as I can now remember the
way he told it, it went like this:

When I was a boy studying at the university my father lent me
the gate keeper’s cottage where I could study undisturbed. At
that time I had made friends with Henry Lawson and he often
visited me at night. I would be at my books and there would be
a tap on the window and there would be Henry:

‘Is the coast clear, Jack?’ I would say that it was. ‘I’ve got
a sugar-bag with a few bottles in it planted down by the gate. It
is all right to come in?’ I would open up and we would settle
down to talk. Many people thought Henry quite uneducated in
those days but he used to get me to talk about my university
studies and get me to get him books from the university library
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and lend him things from my own books. He read a good deal
more in English writers than some people think.

When Henry and I were in New Zealand we walked for
several days along the railway line. We were too hard up to take
the train. Several times we spent the night at gangers’ camps
and there was usually a bit to drink and a lot of singing and
yarning round the camp-fire at night. A lot of the gangers were
Maoris and the Maori girls and women would come and sit
round the fire with us with their knees up to rest their arms on.
They wore no pants and the whole of their what-nots was
visible in the fire light. Some of them were extremely hand-
some and Henry was very susceptible and I had a lot of trouble
keeping him in control. I guessed that we would be in real
trouble with the Maoris if Henry with a few drinks in started
making up to their women. But I got him through safely.
[I think Brereton may have been telling this as something he
had heard from Lawson’s companion.]

Henry and I used to drink in a little wine shop near the
bottom of George Street in Sydney. It was kept by an old German
and his wife. One afternoon we had been sitting for an hour or so
talking and drinking and we were both a little far gone. Henry
got up to go out the back for the needs of nature and after
a minute or so I followed him. I was just in time to see the
following scene: in the passage was a sink (or it may have been
a tub) in which the German had been blending some white wine
of the type we had been drinking. There was Henry pissing
cheerfully into the fluid, which, in his condition, he took to be
what he was looking for. At the other end of the passage was the
German’s wife with her mouth open for the shriek which
followed at once. I grabbed Henry and dragged him out and
without giving him time to do up his fly we took to our heels. On
consultation later we decided that the Germans were frugal folk,
unlikely to waste the wine, which, as far as they knew, might not
have been polluted — so for this and other reasons we decided to
find another place to drink for the next few months. When we
went back the incident had apparently been forgotten.

Not edifying perhaps — but if we are grateful to Aubrey for the story
of Sir Walter Raleigh and the Maid of Honour in Windsor Great Park
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and the other story of Mary Pembroke and the stallions,4 these 
fragments may also earn their keep one day.

— Book IX, 1965, pp. 21–8.

A WORD FOR THE CRITICS

No, let the righteous rather thwart
And friendly smite my cheek,
I would not then retort,
But be resigned and meek.
But let not what they gave for balm
Increase my raging smart;
Nay, I will pray my psalm
Against their hand and heart.
Let such false judges as commend 
Their harsh precarious prose,
This my song attend,
Which in sweet measure flows.

— Christopher Smart: Psalm CX/I

Their harsh precarious prose! What a treasure of a phrase, for solace
and for use!

— Book IX, 1965, p. 34.

THE USE OF CRITICISM

There is a good deal to be said for Aristotle’s notion of this in The
Politics: that great works need criticism because they are so inex-
haustibly rich; each generation, each period of taste finds in them
things which the limitations of other times hid from them. So in the
end the work emerges fully ‘realised’ in its wholeness and its detail.

But there is another side to it. Criticism is so much commoner
than creation and so much criticism is misinterpretation or blurs the
exact detail and flattens the clear harmonies, that the original workpage 104
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tends in time to become obscured and distorted by the mass of irrele-
vant ideas about it. So each generation repudiating the last is able to
clear the jungle from the great monument for a moment, before it
begins to cover it again with its own irrelevancy.

The study of criticism, as opposed to the study of literature, then
becomes necessary in order to be able to sterilise and clear so that the
great work can stand alone in its naked strength.

Book IX, 1966, p. 50.

ROBERT GRAVES

I admire Graves and except for his recent verse, like his solid, well
carpentered poems. (His earlier ones whereas those later ones where
the spurious white goddess replaces the genuine muse can only be
described in Daisy Ashford’s immortal phrase: Piffle before the
wind!)5 Yet I cannot forgive him the nasty attack on W. B. Yeats in
These Be Your Gods, O Israel — nasty and dishonest. When he was in
Australia lately I deliberately avoided meeting him because I did not
trust myself not to start a fight. I went off camping to Freycinet
Peninsula and walked and met possums and kangaroos and bandicoots
instead. Jim McAuley who had arranged a dinner for me to meet
Graves thought it a peculiar choice.

— Book IX, 1968, p. 101.

REPLY TO A CRITIC

Why should I keep up with the times? If the times don’t like it,
Let them change direction and try to catch up with me.

— Book IX, 1967, p. 109.
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THE CRITICS

The poet, a devoted cook
Prepared us this delicious book: 
His critic’s works, there is no question.
Are the by-products of digestion.

(1934)

And speaking as one of them in each case.
(1974)

— Book IX, 1968.

LITERARY GOSSIP II

C. P. Snow: When I was writing Poor Charley’s Dream, Derry Jeffares6

came to stay with me after attending a conference in Brisbane. I asked
him if he knew Snow and he said he did. I asked: ‘What is he like?’
‘Oh he’s a kind man and able enough,’ said Derry, ‘but incredibly vain.
When Leavis made his attack on him be broke down completely,
wept and stormed and got drunk for nights on end.’ I don’t know how
reliable my Irish friend may have been, but I felt better about teasing
Snow after that. Anyone who could take Leavis so seriously must
have been bogus.

About this time Dorothy Green7 came back from seeing Martin
Boyd8 in Rome. He told her, in passing that was really about or based
on Barbara Bainton.

— Book IX, 1968, p. 160.

REFLECTIONS ON RETIREMENT

The first few months of my retirement, I now realise, have been very
like the first few months of a man who has lived on the edge of
poverty and suddenly comes into a fortune. There is the same battle
between fixed habits of management of one’s resources and the
impulse to spend in a reckless and unlimited spree; there’s the realisa-
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tion that must come to many suddenly made rich: that they are not
educated to the enjoyment and use of wealth, and the same tendency
to fall back on an over indulgence in the sorts of pleasures possible to
a poor man: instead of learning Greek and the piano, I spend more
time sitting at the same old office desk, opening my mail and sorting
my files.

I remember the retired and wealthy grazier I saw when I took
Hiramatsu to Grenfell. His sons had taken over his properties and,
according to the secretary of the local club, he came into town early
each day and spent his whole day playing the poker machines. The
most dreary and pointless of all forms of gambling. As he had so much
money, there was not even the excitement of risking everything or
the gratification of winning a sum that would mean anything to him.
In the same way, after years of temporal penury, with a fortune in time
on my hands, I am surprised at the temptation to fritter it away at
meaningless and mechanical occupations. It is exactly the opposite of
what I had expected.

— July 1969
— Book X, 1969, p. 148.

F. R. LEAVIS

After making fun of him and his disciples for as many years, I finally
met Leavis for two periods of half an hour each in York this year. I had
built up for myself the picture of a large, arrogant overbearing person
and was taken aback on meeting him to find him a small, thin, bald
little man with a fussy, nervous manner, apparently a victim of uncon-
trollable logorrhea. He did not stop talking at all. Brockbank and
I attempted to steer the monologue when he got onto something
interesting by asking questions or interjecting an occasional remark
but without effect. He talked only of literature on the first occasion
and much of what he said was interesting and entertaining but he
appeared unable to keep to a topic or develop it, slipping from book to
book and from author to author, as though at the mercy of some kind
of ‘free association’ — accounts of a lecture he gave later in London,
allegedly on Wordsworth who served him simply as a point of depar-
ture, confirmed this impression. His tone of voice and his manner
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were excited and compulsive, as the monologues of some schizo-
phrenics are — something suggestive of manic excitement. One had
the impression of the great critical machine running loose and out of
control. On the second occasion we were alone, the tone and the
manner were the same but he talked obsessively about his lecture
engagements and the way the postal strike had upset these. Yet there
was nothing incoherent in the monologue. The opinions were clear
and to the point; he quoted from the texts appositely and amusingly.
Several remarks about Johnson and Pope I should like to have
recorded but they were quickly lost in the constant and constantly
veering stream of opinion. He obviously had not the slightest idea
who I was — why should he? — and I felt rather embarrassed by the
fact that next day I was to hold him up to public ridicule by reading
Dunciad Minor to the undergraduates and their teachers, particularly
as he was being so unguarded and affable. But I thought of his
perverse attacks on Milton and Fielding and Scott and his wilful
persecution of young men who differed from him or were students of
his academic opponents at Cambridge, and hardened my heart.

Stephen Spender, to whom I talked a week or so later in London,
told me a story of his being invited to read his poetry at Downing
College and his dismay when he arrived to find that Leavis had heard
of the arrangements shortly before and had simply vetoed the reading.
‘Spender shall not appear in this college.’ I thought of the literary
gangsterism by which Leavis maintained himself. But I could not help
feeling sorry for the little old man. I found myself wishing that in his
person he could have been a more satisfactory monster.

—————

Leavis’s attack on Milton’s verse reminds me of a man who, having
habituated himself to the sounds of a brook, complains of the ocean
that its music is heavy and monotonous.

— 29–IV–71

Perhaps the most interesting thing about this meeting with Leavis was
the experience of confronting a mind operating only on a ‘literary’
level — nothing above or below the world of books — a shape of the
complete monomania that art always tends to become.

— 1–V–71
— Book XII, 1971.
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MYSTIQUES

In a dream last night, I put an end to a long discussion, now forgotten,
by saying: ‘The University of Chicago invented Economics in order to
provide a mystique for the barren techniques of Commerce.’ This
profound absurdity crushed the complex arguments of my companions
and I woke feeling pleased with myself as though I had really hit on
an important truth.

Although the remark was quite silly in itself, it is true, I think,
that we do often invent ‘theories’ of subjects to dignify and perhaps
condone techniques and practices which are either indefensible or
need no justification, and these then become the subjects of unneces-
sary specialist study at university level, when they could be safely left
to the study of practical ways and means in polytechnics. Economics
as a whole may be a respectable study, but Business Principles,
Cookery or Public Speaking are not. I am half-inclined to say that
Literary Criticism is another [of] these practical arts which are below
the level of intellectual theory, in that it has no theoretical ‘princi-
ples’, and that when I. A. Richards remarked that 2,000 years of
theorising since Aristotle had established nothing, he was near to
seeing the truth of the matter. Certainly his attempt to establish it on
a new basis by using the methods of empirical science has not had
much success, and neither has Northrop Frye’s even more strenuous
approach. Criticism remains an essentially banausic art.

— 26–IV–71
— Book XII, 1971, pp. 50–1.

DUNCIAD MINOR

What I ought to have said about the title in my preface is that it is not
only described as Minor in deference to its great predecessor,
but because that was about poets and this is about a minor sort of
literary men, critics — bad writers are a disaster; bad critics are only
a nuisance.

— Book XIV, 1972, p. 58.
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YVOR WINTERS

For no reason I suddenly begin thinking of Yvor Winters9 this
morning while I was shaving. In the fall of 1958 Penelope and I spent
a fortnight to three weeks staying with Judy and Evan Jones at Palo
Alto in California, while I visited Leland Stanford University and the
Institute of Advanced Studies on the hills above the university.
During this time I met Yvor Winters, persuaded him to let me attend
some of his lectures on the English poets and spent an evening at his
house where as I remember, we talked about South American Spanish
poets, breeding Airedales and how to deal with gophers.

I came to California with a high regard for Winters as a poet and
as a critic though I had not read much of his critical writing. He was
at the time supposed to be conducting a highly successful ‘school for
poets’, and from what I saw and heard this was the case as long as the
young men had the force of character to resist the powerful pressure of
Winters’ own personality. And he had great charm and magnetism
with this personal force. But his lectures were unbelievable in their
dogmatic scrappiness. At this stage of his career he seemed to have
completely revalued the whole corpus of English poetry and dismissed
most of it as worthless. His students found it engaging, amusing and
exasperating, because reputations rose and fell from week to week.
One of them told me that Yvor had reduced the worthwhile poets in
English to five, one of whom was always Winters and three of whom
were former pupils of his, while the fourth would be changed weekly
and might be a poet no one had ever heard of. I have no doubt that
this was a deliberately absurd legend, but it had a good deal to back it
up. Winters remained interesting, just and penetrating in many of his
comments on poetry. There was always the feeling for larger issues and
magnanimous opinion that marked his earlier criticism, but what one
noticed more was a sort of irresponsible crankiness about most of his
judgements. It was as though the machine was operating [at] full
strength but had lost its rudder or governor — or, to put it another
way, that the continual exercise of fine distinctions, the exercise of
a more and more refined scrutiny had resulted in a collapse of the
mechanisms of discrimination, so that when applied they gave quite
random answers, though the principles of judgement remained sound
enough. I cannot help making a comparison with Leavis when I met
him later, apparently suffering from a similar collapse. It may be
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commoner than we think for powerful minds, operating on fragile
systems of good and bad and continually forced to refine, to collapse
in the end into a sort of critical anarchy.

On the subject of breeding Airedales, on the contrary, Winters
was knowledgeable and interesting and, on keeping gophers out of
one’s lawn, fantastic: the method was simple, a rocking chair on the
porch or stoop flanked on one side by a table provided with beer, on
the other a pile of handy-sized fire-wood billets. One had only to sit
drinking beer and watching the lawn surface; when the turf began to
bulge a well-aimed billet would take the gopher on the nose as it
emerged.

— 30–VII–73
— Book XV, 1973, pp. 55–8.

MORE ANSWERS

ROBERT GRAVES AND W. B.YEATS

Malice begets malice, of course and I was maliciously pleased to find
that Graves in his scurrilous attack on Yeats (These Be Your Gods,
O Israel) in the Clark Lectures had fallen flat in a passage where he
lectures Yeats on not reading Macrobius properly before quoting him.
Which is precisely what Graves himself was doing at that moment,
taking one of the poems in A Woman Young and Old as being the poet
in person talking to a young bride about his homosexual pleasures.
A more grotesque misreading could hardly be imagined. So that
I composed the following with considerable satisfaction.

The Spectre of W. B. Yeats to Robert Graves

My bones are stowed; my sleep is sound;
I know I lie in Irish ground;
What wretch, then, conjures me to come
Like Samuel’s spirit from the tomb
And wakes the dead and turns the sod,
To learn he has been cursed by God page 111
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You, Robert Graves, by Hare and Burke,
Why all this corpse and coffin work?
To be dug up in France and laid
Forever in Ben Bulben’s shade
Is all an Irish poet craves:
He has no need of other ‘graves’.
But speak, poor wizard, tell me true,
What was it could have prompted you
To stab dead poets in the back
With this mean-spirited attack?
Was it fierce envy, settled hate
Or a mere itch to demonstrate
To Cambridge dons and Cambridge dames
Your faculty for calling names?
What spurious goddess sent you down
From Sinai to play the clown
And make the undergraduates laugh
By proving me their Golden Calf
And smash the Tables of the Law
To raise a general guffaw?

And tell me, Robert, was it wise
To tilt at signs and mysteries,
My symbols, seances and spells
While warlock Graves, in cap and bells,
Trumped up from folk-lore’s bones and rags
White goddesses and triple hags?
Did you not recollect a knack
In pots to call the kettle black?
Nor, throwing stones at mine, reflect
Your glass-house likelier to be wrecked?
For mine was honest nonsense, yours
Mad mumpsimus with Nancy’s drawers.

Next, who appointed you, I ask,
To take up your fellow bards to task,
Pontificate upon the times
And tell your peers to mend their rhymes,
Inventing rules to prove us wrong
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About the finer points of song?
Or was your study to annoy
And prove yourself a warty boy
And with the jaw-bone of an ass,
Like Samson, slay the poets en masse?
But these are trifles: I’ll be brief
And turn to your attack-in-chief,
That poem you laboured to discredit,
While showing that you had not read it —
Come, Mr Graves, now don’t be vexed,
But pay attention to the text.

Peruse your commentary! You note,
In the first sentence you misquote.
(Unless incumbent of a chair
In Cambridge, one must have a care.)
You then, deliberately no doubt,
Turning my syntax inside out,
Insinuate me to have been —
With a fine nose for the obscene
And cocksure critical aplomb —
A Sodomite and a Peeping Tom.
Query; how could you think so? Answer:
You’d only read the second stanza
And, in your atrabilious rage,
Neglected to turn back the page.
Had you done so, and read the title,
You might have learned — the point is vital
To one of your profound acumen —
The lines were spoken by a woman!

Fie, Robert fie! Were these the ways
To add fresh laurels to your bays
And prove yourself a man of parts
Before a Faculty of Arts?

Robert, I have you on the hip!
Now will you prate of scholarship
And raise false witness from the dead
To teach us what Macrobius said?
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Take my advice: in future learn
To read a text you mean to spurn,
And look more closely at the letters,
Before you criticise your betters.

— Book XV, 1974, pp. 153–7.

JABBERWOCK BITES THE DUST

OR ROBERT GRAVES AND

EDWARD FITZGERALD

When Graves came to Australia, I helped to arrange his tour but
refused to hear his translation of Omar Khayyam or to meet him
because of his beastly Judas-work on W. B. Yeats. But I was not partic-
ularly impressed by specimens of his translations from what he
claimed to be the genuine Omar: a poet ought, I thought, to have
brought some poetry out of the original. Perhaps Fitzgerald, who did,
was spurious, but it hardly seemed an improvement to produce
a translation that was as flat as a board, however ‘faithful’.

Now from the library, hard on the heels of one another, I gather
Graves’ and Omar Ali-Shah’s translation and commentary on the
Rubaiyyat and Ali Dashti’s In Search of Omar Khayyam in L. P. Elwell-
Sutton’s translation from the Persian, and it gives me great pleasure to
find that Graves, in fact, has fallen flat on his face at last. His intro-
duction abounds in statements like: ‘Fitzgerald’s Rubaiyyat … is now
for its length, the most frequent source of modern English dictionaries
of familiar quotations and a true mumpsimus’, which introduces
a piece of literary grossness and bad manners about poor Fitzgerald
almost as bad as his treatment of Yeats in These Be Your Gods … This
pseudo-Persian scholar makes hay with the whole previous tradition
of Persian scholarship. It is a wild, arrogant rant, taken as a whole,
and despite a number of shrewd points in the argument, it has the
smell of an ill-informed amateur-enthusiast about it. I am in no posi-
tion to judge, but my prejudice against Graves makes me delighted to
read L. P. Elwell-Sutton’s introduction to Ali Dashti’s book. After
a scholarly account of the history of Omar Khayyam studies in East
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and West, and an account of Edward Heron Allen’s investigation of
Fitzgerald’s relation to his sources for his Rubaiyyat (1899), he writes:

In a detailed analysis of Fitzgeralds poem he [Heron Allen]
listed against each stanza the original Persian quatrains that he
thought must have inspired the paraphrase, and came to the
conclusion that, while virtually no stanza of Fitzgerald’s was an
exact translation of a Khayyamic quatrain, nevertheless 97 of
the 101 could be traced back to one, or combinations of more
than one, of Khayyam’s originals and that only 4 owed their
origin to two other Persian poets, Attar and Hafez.’10

Graves’s claim to have given the authentic Omar to the world, freed
from the travesty of Fitzgerald and the imperfections of the Bodleian
and other manuscripts and their spurious accretions, rests on the
conviction that his collaborator Omar Ali-Shah had produced (or at
least had access[ed] it — Ali-Shah in fact was unable to produce
either the MS or a transcript or a photocopy when challenged to do
so by sceptical specialists) a nearly contemporary MS which had been
in the possession of his family in Afghanistan since ‘shortly after
Khayyam’s death’. Such a claim, if substantiated, would indeed have
put the whole vexed question on a new footing, since none of the
extant manuscripts are said to be earlier than the fifteenth century
and the earliest is in fact the Bodleian MS used by Fitzgerald, of
which Graves is so contemptuous and which was among the ones used
by Ed Heron Allen in testing Fitzgerald’s use of his sources. Hear now
the judgement on these false witnesses Graves and Ali-Shah: (Elwell-
Sutton loquitur) ‘Another unlikely offshoot of Fitzgerald’s work was
the appearance in 1967 of a new translation of 111 Khayyamic quat-
rains which was in fact a versification of the quatrains collected and
translated by Edward Heron Allen in his search for the sources of
Fitzgerald’s poem, as described above. This new version would probably
not have attracted very much attention but for two circumstances:
firstly, that the final metrical version was the work of the well-known
English poet Robert Graves, and secondly that both he and his
Bristol-born, Anglo-Indian collaborator Omar Ali-Shah claimed that
the translation, so far from being based on Heron Allen’s book, was
made from a manuscript “of uncontradictable authority” dated 1153
and still extant in the Hindu Kush region of Afghanistan. The Times
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reviewer, Major J. C. E. Bowen, was the first to question the origin of
the translation on the grounds that it seemed remarkably similar to
Fitzgerald’s poem [The Times, 11 November 1967] and he was quickly
followed by others whose suspicions were strengthened by the authors’
failure to produce the original manuscript. … It is sufficient to say
that the virtual identity of the sequence of quatrains in Graves’s
version with that of the arbitrary and personal selection in Heron
Allen’s notes, the inclusion of verses obviously not composed by
Khayyam, like the one traditionally said to have been recited by
Khayyam’s ghost to his mother and the appearance of two quatrains
each of which is a conflation of two separate and independent half-
quatrains, are features that could not have appeared in an authentic
twelfth-century manuscript.’

It is fair to Graves to suspect that he could not have been stupid
or dishonest enough to have connived at the fraud. But he seems to
have been the victim of an elaborate confidence trick, and after his
scornful abuse of Fitzgerald’s ignorance and carelessness it is a perfect
case of the biter bit, to find that what he took for the genuine Omar
Khayyam was not even Fitzgerald’s original, but an arbitrary set of
texts used to test Fitzgerald and so modelled on Fitzgerald’s poem
itself. (And when he falls, he falls like Lucifer!)

Few of the ironies of scholarship have given me more pleasure
than this.

Willy Yeats is avenged too!
Ah, frabjous day!

— February 1973
— Book XIV, 1973 pp. 89–95.

OUT OF HIS MOUTH: D. H. LAWRENCE

How I loathe ordinariness! How from my soul I abhor nice
simple people, with their eternal price-list!

Letter to Aldous Huxley, c.August 1928

This belongs to the same stance and to the same period of his life as
Kangaroo. How Lawrence gives himself away, his vanity and spite, his
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bolstering up an empty and irritable self-esteem, not by any positive
achievement or talent, but by deriding his fellow men.

And at what price Lawrence’s own price-list in which the salt
of the earth is thrown out to be trampled under [the] foot of a self-
promoter and a sham prophet. The quotation is picked up from a book
entitled D. H. Lawrence, Novelist, Poet, Prophet edited by Stephen
Spender, 1973.

Lawrence’s arrogance is only matched by his pretentiousness and
his power to impose on second rate minds (like Spender).

— Book XVIII, 1975, p. 88.

GOSSIP: NORMAN LINDSAY

Douglas Stewart in his pleasant book about Lindsay (p. 169) mentions
my visit with Leonie Kramer to see Norman at Springwood. I thought
I had described the visit but apparently not. Lindsay had written to
me three or four years earlier, a generous and appreciative letter about
my poems and had invited me to come and see him if I were ever in
Springwood. I replied that several members of my family were there
and I would gladly come over next time I went to see them. However
some time passed and on my visits to Springwood there never seemed
to be any spare time.

Then when I agreed to write a preface to Norman Lindsay’s Pen
Drawings for Angus & Robertson, after I had viewed the drawings at
their George Street premises, Douglas suggested that he and Margaret
should take me for the day to Springwood to meet Norman and talk
about the pencil drawings. I agreed and Leonie was included in
the party, I think because I was staying with her at the time and she
was a friend of the Stewarts and had met Norman a few months before.

We set out from St Ives in Douglas’s car and took the back road
through Richmond over the Nepean and up through the bush to
Springwood. It must have been late in 1968 or early in 1969.

Douglas had laid down the plan of campaign before we left:
‘We’ll take food and arrive just before lunch,’ he said, ‘give Norman
time for a rest in the afternoon and leave after afternoon tea. He loves
visits but he’s very old and very frail. In fact he may not last much
longer and it’s not fair to tire him out.’
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I was amused at the sequel to these pious intentions. As the car
entered the Lindsays’ drive and swung round to the back of the house,
Douglas said, ‘There he is!’ and I saw a small figure in white with white
hair, standing in the kitchen door waving and obviously talking nine-
teen to the dozen though we were still well out of earshot. He led us in
and the frail old nonagenarian seemed to bounce rather [than] walk.
While Margaret and Leonie cleared the kitchen of some dreadful half-
eaten pie covered with mould, replaced it with food they had brought
up and prepared lunch, I had a hilarious and delighted conversation
with Norman about everything in the world except the drawings to
which indeed only passing reference was made. Norman talked with
great animation all through lunch though he appeared neither to eat
nor drink himself. As soon as lunch was over he took me through most
of the house, the ship-model room, the etching room and so on,
darting about like a fish and talking mainly about his plans to outwit
Rose in her opposition to his giving away all his pictures. ‘What use
have I for money, at my age?’ It did not seem to occur to him that
perhaps his family might have some use for the stuff. I thought of poor
Sophie trying to head the old Tolstoy off from beggaring his family. In
Norman however there was none of the gloomy moralising that bedev-
illed Tolstoy. He simply wanted to give — and perhaps to have the
pleasure of getting his own way against Rose: ‘I’ve found the way to do
it,’ he said with a chuckle. ‘Rose can stop me selling the things but she
can’t legally stop me giving them away.’

Norman having spent his presumptive napping-time in skipping
round the house, Douglas intimated that he had to feed his cats, birds
and other dependants and took Leonie and me round the gallery,
formerly a billiard room, where all the major oil-paintings were hung.
By this time evening was coming on. Norman returned and we were
talked into staying for an evening meal, but on condition we left
immediately after.

In the event of course, the four of us got away about eleven
o’clock at night, completely exhausted while Norman apparently as
fresh as a daisy waved us off from the kitchen door, talking till we
were out of earshot once more.

The only frail thing about him, as I said to Leonie, was his
appearance. Physically there seemed nothing much inside the loose
clothes. He looked as though one could have picked him up with one
hand.
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Not long after, of course, he died, though he did see the advance
copy of the pencil drawings. He was very pleased with my preface and
selected the best, in his opinion, of the originals, a drawing of Rita,11

to be given to me. So I become a sort of accomplice in his mischie-
vous game of outwitting the ‘model wife’.

— Nov. 1975
— Book VIII, 1975, pp. 79–84.

TIME SPAN

(See an earlier note on the same subject which I had forgotten —
Notebook XII, p. 58.)

James McAuley a few years ago remarked that my poems were
often not in contemporary English, that I used a lot of ‘literary’ words
and, even more often, turns of syntax that one would not use in
conversation today. He was quite right, but I had forgotten it until
Arthur Philips,12 the hero of my Dunciad, asked me during questions
after a reading of poetry, why I so often indulged in ‘pastiche’. Jim’s
remark was neutral: he did not think my practice poor or affected,
though his surprise was plainly tinged by the contemporary habit of
writing in contemporary, even colloquial style. Arthur’s question
seemed to be tinged with malice and who shall blame him? Not I!

My own view is that a poet should take all language for his
province if he wishes. I am as much at home in the language of the
past four hundred years as in the language of today — more so in some
respects since much of the language of today, especially that used by
social scientists and journalists and the dissident young and politi-
cians seems to me so distasteful that I do not care to be at home in it.
All the English, and especially all the literary English used since
Chaucer is so familiar to me that it seems contemporary enough to use
in a poem. And sometimes it is more fun or more appropriate to write
in the language of another period than in that of today. My time span
of ‘the present’ seems to be wider than that of some others.

The thing that makes pastiche boring or artificial is not the fact
of writing in [the] style of another period or another person, but in its
being no more than that, a clever imitation without a life or force of
its own. This is, or borders on, parody — though parody if well done
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can be fun, can be beautiful and have the enchanting quality of wit —
but the effect roughly described as pastiche, when mastered is a proper
technique of writing. It is no more a criticism to say that such writing
is pastiche than it is to say that a good actor succeeds in entering into
and presenting the life of the person whose part he is playing.

The reproach hanging about the word ‘pastiche’ is all part of the
absurd theory that has been with us in one form or another ever since
the Romantics, that poetry is ‘self-expression’, that a poem is a confes-
sion or an involuntary ejaculation of some kind. If that were so, one
could see the point of the reproach — but of course it is a false and
perverse view.

The chief thing is to move easily and with assurance in one’s
territory of language. Its range and extent do not matter, provided one
has made it one’s own.

— Book XIX, 1976, pp. 98–100.

THE FLUTE-PLAYER

Here, alone, in Hobart for Jim McAuley’s funeral, wondering whether
I should have come, but feeling he would have liked me to be here.
The season is bitter in spite of spring; the great mountain under
whose image I went to school, hidden in driving rain and cloud; I get
into my motel and find on the wall, instead of the usual schmalz,
a very good reproduction of the player on the double flute from one of
the Etruscan tombs, the young man in gay clothes, striding forward
through spring foliage, his very large hands and feet seeming to
emphasise the delicacy of the unheard music and the neck and back
— flying fingers of the preceding figure in the procession seeming to
beckon him on. An extraordinary impression! Look up the whole
scene when I get back to Canberra.

— 17–X–76
— Book XIX, 1976, p. 101.
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JAMES McAULEY

I

Last night I woke in some agitation from a dream in which I was
present at the burial — I did not go on to the interment after the
service in the cathedral in Hobart. In the dream the service was being
held in a Protestant cathedral which seemed all wrong but there was
a Catholic priest officiating. He was on a sort of balcony high up on
the wall of the nave and the coffin was visible not quite pushed into
a deep niche in [the] wall beside him. It was clear that Jim was being
buried in the wall of the cathedral and that the niche would then be
covered by a memorial plaque of which there were several already in
place on the wall.

I woke up in protest saying: but he ought to have [been] buried
in the earth — that is what he wanted and what his religion
prescribes.

— 5–XI–1976
— Book XIX, 1976, p. 103.

II

It occurs to me that I should record a few things about J. McAuley,
that other people are unlikely to know. I have recorded elsewhere our
first meeting and he in Quadrant has denied it. Perhaps he is right: as
he said to me in a letter, he too is unsure and memory plays odd tricks
with us. But as far as I can be sure of memory itself, I have a clear and
vivid recollection of the following.

When he left the university after failing to get a first class for his
MA (a fact which angered him as he regarded his readers and judges
as [being] in every way inferior to him, and was convinced that he had
done a first class job), he took various teaching positions, at private
schools misleadingly called Great Public Schools. When the Second
World War broke out the head-master of one of these institutions
summoned his younger masters and said that of course they would all
be enlisting but the school would restore their jobs when they
returned. This was McAuley’s account and he was affronted by this
method of being bullied into the army. As he was out of employment
he came to live with us for a while before he went into the army by
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the ordinary process of conscription. It was then that we got to know
each other well and explored each other’s minds.

We lived in the old sandstone house now demolished, belonging
to Woolwich Dock and looking over the harbour to Cockatoo Island
and McAuley’s visit was the occasion of many others of the group of
young people he associated with — Oliver Sommerville, Ron Dunlop,
Donald Horne, Bill Pritchett among them …13

I recall that he was an uneasy sleeper. He had the room next to
ours upstairs in the Woolwich House and would often wake us with
the most frightful screams and outcries. The first time I rushed in and
found him standing on the floor staring, struggling and shouting. He
seemed to be fast asleep and in the morning had no recollection.
Thereafter we ignored these nightmares as best we could.

At this time Jim’s politics were well to the left, though I don’t
think he was ever a communist or a fellow-traveller. I have vivid
memories of the musical entertainment he and John Reed (?) put on
about the beginning of the war.14 It was lively and amusing and
violently against the Menzies government. The police were always
trying to close it down on the pretext that it was charging for admis-
sion but Jim and his friends could pick out a copper in any disguise
and insist that it was a free show. Though donations were welcome.

— Book XIX, 1976, pp. 103–6.

III

I should record that curious thing we both noticed in the days when
we wrote fairly often to each other and met more often than in later
years. Either Jim or I would mention a book we had been reading, an
idea that had struck us, a poem we were working at or had finished,
only to find that the other had been doing almost precisely the same
thing or thinking along almost the same lines. It was as though some
mental link was operating or some parallel line of growth was keeping
us on the same course. I do not remember that this continued much
after Jim went to Tasmania as Reader in Poetry. I wish now that I had
kept a record of this ‘doppelgänger’ effect, but it was all in our letters
and his to me were mostly destroyed in the fire that burned down
University College with all my books and papers in 1952.
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IV

SOME REMARKS RECALLED

On his susceptibility, I think, to the attacks of reviewers: ‘I pretend to be
indifferent but actually I am just a mass of mince-meat.’
On Milton’s critics, especially F. R. Leavis: ‘Those who attack him
usually end by levelling at their own deficiencies.’
On one of his sons (about 2 years): ‘That child is composed almost
entirely of Peanut Butter!’
On adultery (after conversion): ‘A married man who sleeps with other
women is just a shit!’ (Which did not prevent him from remarking
about such an exploit of his own: ‘I was just stropping my tool.’)
Reconstructed from memory of a letter about 1937 or ‘38: ‘My idea of
a poem is one that should obey all the laws of rhyme, of metre, of
syntax and of logic and be able at the same time to display the perfect
ease and grace best summed up in Horace’s phrase lucidus ordo.’15

(This catches the sense, not his actual words.)
— Book XIX, 1976, p. 109–11.

V

We were pretty much in agreement on most things connected with
poetry, though an earlier admiration for the Augustans which
involved seeing ourselves as guardians of the classic values ‘in these
last years of the Romantic Storm’ was one from which Jim later broke
away (when he turned to Spenser). He then wrote saying he could no
longer ‘feel’ the Augustans and that they had taken poetry on an arid
course. He seemed to have reverted to Matthew Arnold’s untenable
nonsense about prose and reason, which saddened me as I had
regarded him as [a] champion of the view that Pope’s verse was
instinct with the highest of the passions, intellectual and moral
fervour. He still had a good word to say for Dryden but I suspected, on
perhaps inadequate grounds — Letter to John Dryden — more for
Dryden’s Catholic position than his poetry. Letter to John Dryden I did
not like and thought a decline in taste and judgement. I paid no
attention to it because all his life Jim had been subject to ‘conver-
sions’ to various systems of ideas and before he could work his way
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through and out the other side, he would be filled with reforming zeal.
I said nothing to him but published soon after my Lambkin: A Fable,
which he disliked, so he probably got the point. The only other point
on which I think we differed sharply was in our estimate of
Christopher Brennan as a poet. I made a point of refuting him in
a series of lectures in Hobart (revised and reprinted in Native
Companions) and Jim sat in the front row of the audience grinning
cheerfully as I made my points. Such things, for example his theory
that my poetry was basically ‘gnostic’, did not disturb our friendship.

For many years we used, when either of us had finished a poem to
send a copy to the other. We rarely discussed the poem at any length
but each would comment on what we called ‘soft spots’ in image,
rhythm, diction or idea — or else we would simply put a light cross in
pencil in the margin opposite lines we felt needed to be looked at
again. I don’t know whether Jim found this useful, but I did. At some
time after the war, I am not sure when, we gave up the habit. I think
each of us by then felt confident enough in his own judgement.

Once, not long before we stopped exchanging poems he sent
one called The Muse, to which I felt impelled to write an answering
poem based on the same scheme and treatment. I sent it to him with
an apology — I should have hated anyone to do the same thing to
a poem of mine. It seemed to give him a shock, but he wrote back
saying that he thought it was a quite legitimate thing to have done.

I think he realized that it was, in a sense, a special case: his poem
was a statement of his attitude to poetry and what it meant for him
and mine was in effect an answer saying, yes it is the same in general
for me, but see too what the difference is. Perhaps I should not have
published mine. He did not seem to mind, but then we never
discussed each other’s poetry when we met, though we often talked
about poetry. I, at any rate always felt that there was a deep agreement
and mutual support that needed no discussion and was indifferent to
minor points of disagreement. I felt at one with him on these matters
in a way I never have with any other person.

The last poem of mine that I sent him for comment was, I think,
Letter from Rome. He praised it but took exception to the lines about
pictures of the Annunciation enough to daunt the whole collective
Midwives’ Fellowship. (Writing Bombay. I can’t recall the exact
quotation.) I don’t think the objection was literary. He did not hold
with facetiousness on this subject.
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The poem of mine he showed the most enthusiasm for (to me at
least) was The Death of the Bird.

— Book XIX, 1976, p. 144–48.

VI

While he was at the Staff College at Middle Head in Sydney and after
he had been offered and had refused the principalship — whether
officially or not I do not know — after Alf Conlon16 resigned — he
wrote to me asking if I could help to get him back into a university,
teaching English. I was then head of the English Department at
Canberra and answered that I thought with his reputation he would
have no trouble but that he might have to take a temporary drop in
salary owing to his lack of higher degrees and university teaching
experience. He replied that he could not afford, with his growing
family, to take a senior lectureship which I, too cautiously perhaps,
thought [was] what he would probably have to settle for. But not long
after Murray Todd,17 who had left me to take the Chair of English at
Hobart, wrote saying that he had been trying to think of ways to
restore the standing of that unhappy university (after the Orr Case)
and that the Vice-Chancellor had agreed to his suggestion of
a Readership in Poetry. Did I think Jim McAuley would be interested
in an invitation, as they did not wish it to be an advertised ‘job’? This
was the perfect answer and for a couple of years Jim was perfectly
happy writing poetry, reading and meeting a few students. But his
passion for engagement in affairs did not leave him. He became inter-
ested in the archdiocese presided over by Gillian (Guilford) Young18

whom I had known and admired in Canberra and with whom Jim
brought me together so that we became friends — or I hope I may say
so — he continued work for the DLP and was as immersed in politics
as he had been in NSW. He began to study Law — I have no doubt
there were many other things. I wrote to him about it, worrying that
he was wasting his chance to get back to poetry and he answered,
correctly analysing his own nature, that his poetry, however ‘pure’ it
might seem, was a product of his engagement in practical affairs or at
least dependent on them. I believed him.

When Murray Todd died, one of us wrote to the other, I forget
which, and I was not surprised that Jim, after some struggle with
himself, decided to apply for the Chair. I was on the selection
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committee and, to my surprise, found the others rather inclined to
Ted Stokes19 than Jim. I think my vigorous lobbying of Ian
Maxwell,20 the other external consultant, got Jim the chair in which
he behaved so brilliantly and from which he did so much for the
university. I felt Murray’s approval in this though I admired Stokes
and was sorry that he missed.

But my real concern and my happiness, as I now realise, was
that, in a sense, I had got Jim to my own island, my own boyhood
home and that he took to it at once and finally, just as his conversion
to the Catholic Church proved final. Years later when he began to
show restlessness, about the time when a second chair was created in
Canberra and I hoped to lure him to join me there, he thought it over
and wrote saying that Tasmania had claimed him and that was where
he would stay.

He went at things professionally and with a poet’s imagination,
and naturally soon knew more about the animals and birds — he had
practised bird-watching for years — the insects and plants of the
island than I had ever done. It comes out in his last book about the
sea and shore north of Swansea. Only once did I manage to tell him
anything. I had been staying with him in Hobart and he took me and
the children for a picnic into some country behind Mount Wellington
to show me a strange new bird that had recently appeared. I recog-
nised it as the sacred ibis which on its century-long migration from
Egypt had reached the Lachlan Swamp in New South Wales some
years before. When the swamps began to dry up in the Fifties the ibis
began to migrate again and I had woken up one morning to find an
army of them moving through Canberra. Now we stood and watched
them at the end of their long journey.

— Book XIX, 1976, p. 148–53.

VII

I was twice surprised to see him composing a poem and I have no idea
whether this was his ordinary method. The first time was when he was
living with us in Woolwich and I recall his sitting in a chair in the
living room totally absorbed so that he seemed unaware of what was
going on around him.

The other time was on the same visit to Hobart I have
mentioned. It was almost unbelievable. The four boys then all under
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ten were romping in the room making an indescribable din in the half-
hour before dinner, the radio was blaring, the telephone kept ringing
and Jim to whom I had been talking said: ‘Just a minute!’ as an idea
occurred to him, took out a notebook and pen from his coat and began
to write. I could see it was a poem. The noise continued at full blast
and finally Norma called him to the telephone. He did not hear so she
enlisted me. I went up to him and spoke and then shouted in his ear.
He did not even stir. I told Norma to ask the caller to ring again and
sat down. After about twenty minutes Jim came back into the world
and handed me the finished poem of three or four stanzas with only
two erasures. It is now one of his best-known lyrics — though I have
unfortunately forgotten just which one. It particularly impressed me,
for whom the slightest noise of voices, particularly children’s voices
makes concentration, let alone composition quite impossible.

— Book XIX, 1976, pp. 154–55.

IN MEMORIAM: J. P. M. 1976

Sleep sound here, brother, by your tranquil bay!
What can the tongue we both served now express 
Other than this? All that is left to say 
is loss and emptiness;

Empty as ocean stretches toward the pole
Beyond this island which you loved, my friend,
This island where at last you reached your goal
Of Landfall at Land’s-end;

The island which your lucid poet’s eye 
Made living verse: wildflower and sedge and tree
And creatures of its bushland, beach and sky
Took root in poetry,

Until a world to which your poet’s mouth 
Gave being and utterance, country of the heart,
Land of the Holy Spirit in the South
Became its counterpart.
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It was my island too, my boyhood’s home
My ‘land of similes’, from all you gave, 
This I hold close and cherish, as I come
To your untimely grave.

Where the great mount’s apocalyptic beast
Now guards your bones and watches from the height,
Fixing his lion gaze towards the east
For the return of light,

Standing on this last promontory of time,
I match our spirits, the laggard and the swift;
Though we shared much beside the gift of rhyme,
Yours was the surer gift.

Your lamp trimmed, full of oil, you went before,
Early to taste the Bridegroom’s feast of song;
Wait for me, friend, till I too reach that door;
I shall not keep you long.

— Jaipur, 9–I–1977
— Book VIII, 1977, pp. 117–19.

THE SCAFFOLD-MAKERS

After attending last year’s literary conference and this year’s in New
Delhi — not to mention the literary corroboree at the Adelaide
Festival 1976, I begin to form an image of works of literature almost
totally obscured by a sort of critical scaffolding erected around them
and I wonder whether it would not be better to let the untrained eye
take a view of the building alone and unobstructed even at some loss
from even the most illuminating of elucidators.

Of course I know that most of this discussion of literary ques-
tions is totally unnecessary; it is part of a parasitic industry. What
I really wonder at is the fact that having been immersed so long as
a professional in the industry I have not totally succumbed to
accepting it as necessary and right. After all, what my Dunciad Minor
was a protest against, was simply the excesses of the critical industry.
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It has taken this abysmal series of international discussions to bring
me up sharply against the fact that none of it is necessary and most of
it is of no use to man or beast.

What started this off, I think was being taken to see an historic
mosque which could only be viewed through a forest of wooden scaf-
folding as it was under repair.

— New Delhi, 4–V–1977
— Book XIX, 1977, p. 112.

POET AND CRITIC

I see that in the list of those attending the Delhi Conference I am
referred to as ‘Poet and Critic — as also in some publications of the
Who’s Who type. I should of course prefer to be listed simply as poet,
though it may be that, like my enemy T. S. Eliot, the irony of history
will see that the criticism outlives the poetry. I dare say that if Jesus
Christ were alive today the Who’s Who would list him as ‘Prophet and
Carpenter’!

— 18–I–1977
— Book XIX, 1977, p.129.

JOHNSON’S MILTON

But original deficience cannot be supplied. The want of human
interest is always felt. Paradise Lost is one of the books the
reader lays down and forgets to take up again. None ever wished
it longer than it is. Its perusal is a duty rather than a pleasure.
We read Milton for instruction, retire harassed and overbur-
dened and look elsewhere for recreation, we desert our master
and seek for companions.”

— Life of Milton

This reminds me of Jim McAuley’s remark to me: ‘Those who criticize
the defects of Milton more often level at their own.’ The last sentence
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in this passage should be taken with the first. The ‘original deficience’
to which Johnson was subject was his terror of solitude, his constant
need of companionships. It was impossible for him to conceive the
type of mind which longs for the solace of privacy, the attitude of
mind which prompted Leonardo’s note: Quando tu sei solo, tu sei tutto
tuo. Imlac in Rasselas21cannot conceive any reason for the gaiety of
everyone in Cairo society but that of attempting to emulate what they
believe to be the happiness of others and hoping briefly to share in it.
He tells the prince:

In the assembly where you passed the last night, there appeared
such spriteliness of air, and volatility of fancy, as might have
suited beings of an higher order, formed to inhabit serener
regions inaccessible to care or sorrow: yet, believe me prince,
there was not one who did not dread the moment when soli-
tude should deliver him to the tyranny of reflection.22

This struck me most forcibly because so often in the same circum-
stances, even though I am enjoying myself, there comes a point when
I long for ‘the moment when solitude should deliver me to the
pleasure of reflection’.

This limitation of nature made it impossible for him to enjoy
Paradise Lost or to understand Milton past a certain point. And
I reflect that Johnson would not have understood me, or rather, that
I find it difficult to understand the things he says about Milton’s poem.
All my reactions are so completely the other way about from his. 

After that day on the shooting-range at Long Bay when
I absconded from the regiment and lay for long hours in the bushes
reading Paradise Lost totally enchanted with its music and its sweep of
vision, a whole new world of poetic experience, it is incomprehen-
sible that Johnson should, or indeed could have plodded through the
whole poem as a chore, a duty and a harassment. It is true, I never
wished the poem longer but that is because its length is so right, so
adequate for the treatment of the theme. It never occurs to me to go
to the poem for ‘instruction’ in Johnson’s sense of the word: ie., for
moral experience and a conspectus of human society, human history
and the system of the universe. Fascinating as it is to be informed of
Milton’s views on these matters and deeply as he allows me to enter
the poetry of his majestic conception, I only ‘suspend belief’.
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Perhaps the most surprising defect in Johnson’s reading of the
poem is his charge that it lacks human interest. Adam and Eve are
a little too formal in their modes of domestic address, but they are
human and delightful in their actions and feelings. The spirits, as
Johnson observes, cannot be represented in human form. But what
a variety of human form it is! Who can read through the debate
in Hell and not find himself back in a professorial board meeting,
a political debate or a council of military tacticians? God and the
Messiah are partial failures. Pope was right: Verse And God the Father
turns a school divine.

But Johnson appears simply deaf or colour-blind to all this.
I recall André Gide’s comments on reading Johnson — somewhere in
his later journals — he found it a puzzle that the English could have
so high an opinion of so dull and limited a writer. But Gide had his
own side of intellectual and emotional crassness — who has not?

— 22–II–80
— Book XXI, 1980, pp. 65–9.

HONEST IAGO

Reading Jane Adamson on Othello I am struck first of all by the proper
critical modesty with which she approaches the play. The way that
she assumes that Shakespeare knew what he was about and that
a critic’s business is to try [to] find out before he condemns or puts his
own construction on characters or plot — unlike, for example,
Dr Leavis — she is particularly good on mistaken or inadequate inter-
pretations of the character of Iago and his part in the theme of the
play as a whole.

But the real problem with Iago is not critical assessment or moral
analysis, but theatrical impact. The audience, who are in the know, as
the people in the play are not, find it hard to credit that the other
people on the stage cannot only credit Iago’s ‘honesty’ but believe
they observe it, that it is self-evident. The spectators cannot help
feeling that the persons on stage must be idiots. This is all very well
for Roderigo — he is an idiot, but it reflects on Othello, Desdemona
and Cassio as well, who are all supposed to know Iago well. If they are
stupid, they can hardly be tragic — pathetic at best. It is true, as Jane
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Adamson, says that they all have reasons for deceiving themselves,
but the point remains that Iago being a moral moron, having no
conception of honour or integrity, gives a very poor imitation of it,
a travesty that persons of real integrity and nobility of mind ought to
have seen through very quickly. One cannot object to Othello falling
into ‘honest Iago’s’ trap once his emotions begin to cloud his judge-
ment, shatter his trust and destroy his power to weigh evidence. But
how did he ever come to think Iago ‘honest’ in the first place?

— Book XXII, 1981, pp. 9–10.

THE ‘NOVEL OF IDEAS’

I have just come across the perfect comment on this department of
literature. Carl Sagan, writing about the inadequacies of much Science
Fiction says of Larry Niven’s Neutron Star: ‘We are asked too much.
In a novel of ideas, the ideas have to work.’ (Broca’s Brain, p. 173.)

I wish I had thought of this when I dissected D. H. Lawrence’s
shoddy ‘thought-adventure’, Kangaroo. If the article is ever reprinted
I must remember to quote Sagan as an epigraph.

It would of course apply to a much greater work like Anna
Karenina but this illustrates another point. The ideas on which A. K.
is supposed to depend are pretty shoddy too and they ‘don’t work’. But
if one ignores them the book stands up in its own right. One does not
have to accept Milton’s theology in order to accept Paradise Lost as
a poem. One does not, again, have to reject Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein
because its biology is out-dated to the point of absurdity. Its fable of
human ingenuity and the dangers that that ingenuity may involve is
not touched by the ignorance of particular scientific facts. One could
say that Lawrence’s almost total ignorance of political theories like
Marxism and Fascism do not matter much. It is his own theory which
fails him. It is so incoherent that one cannot say whether the ‘ideas
work’ or not. As ideas they have no relevance to the real world. They
belong to a private mythology of their author.

— Book XXII, 1981, pp. 17–18.
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THOMAS HARDY’S POEMS

Yesterday I asked Jane Adamson what she was working on and she
said she was looking into Hardy’s poems to confirm a theory she had
about them and would like to talk about her ideas.
As I have not read Hardy for half a century and could not recall any
single poem except one of the Satires of Circumstance, I took down the
volume before I slept in order to refresh my memory. I remember that
when I read him I did not like his handling of verse; it seemed to me
clumsy and gritty. But now I was appalled at his lack of ear, his clumsy
inversions, his too obvious and often far-fetched rhymes dragged in
and distorting the flow, the flatness of the language, nonetheless laced
with tawdry poetical turns of phrase and sentimental clichés and
above all by the sheer banality of the situations. It seems to me delib-
erate too.

— Book XXII, 1982, p. 75.
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Notes
1 In 1912, it was decreed by Parliament that the workload of the High Court

required seven justices to the Bench instead of five. Justice Piddington was
appointed to the High Court Bench in 1913 but resigned one month later
due to criticism centred on his abilities as a lawyer.

2 See Hope, Chance Encounters, p. 57, where he tranlates this: ‘A hairy cunt fucks
much better than a plucked one.’ Hope also provides the following information:
Roman prostitutes used to pluck their pubic hair thinking to make themselves
more attractive.

3 John Le Gay Brereton (1871–1933) had a long association with Sydney University
as a student, librarian and finally professor of English literature. His scholarship is
evident in his work Elizabethan Drama (1948). He also wrote lyric poetry and
two collections of essays, one of which told anecdotal stories connected with
Christopher Brennan and Henry Lawson.

4 See Hope, A Late Picking, pp. 30–40, for the poem The Countess of Pembroke’s
Dream, which finds its source in Aubrey’s story of Mary Pembroke and the 
stallions.The poem was published five years after this story was mentioned
in his notebooks.

5 See Graves’ controversial work The White Goddess:A Historical Grammar of
Poetic Myth, which argues the existence of an all-important religion, originating
in a remote past but continuing into the Christian era, based on the worship of
a goddess; also see Hope, ‘Professional Standards in Criticism:Yeats and Graves’,
in A Book of Answers, pp. 81–3, where Hope outlines the circumstances of Graves’
attack on Yeats and why he was moved to ‘answer’ Graves from what he imagined
would have been Yeats’ perspective.

6 Norman Jeffares, Irish literary scholar and expert on Yeats.
7 Dorothy Green, (nee Auchterlonie) 1915–91, poet and literary critic, was an

expert in Australian literature and was a close friend and colleague of Hope’s
at the Australian National University.

8 Martin Boyd (1893–1972) spent his childhood in Australia and was educated
in Melbourne. His first three novels were published under the pen name Martin
Mills.Although he used Australian characters in his novels, they were usually set
entirely in England.

9 Yvor Winters (1900–68), an American poet, critic and academic at Stanford
University whose attacks on such contemporary literary idols as T. S. Eliot and
Henry James aroused much controversy. His collected poems were published in
1952. His last critical work, Forms of Discovery: Critical and Historical Essays on the
Forms of the Short Poem, appeared in 1967.

10 The Persian poet Farid al-Din Muhammad ibn Ibrahim Attar (1145?–1221?) was
a believer in Sufism, a form of Islamic mysticism. His most celebrated work was
Mantiq al-Tayr (The Conference of the Birds), a poem consisting of 4,600 couplets.
The poem uses allegory to illustrate the Sufi doctrine of union between the
human and the divine.

11 This drawing was on the wall of Hope’s office until the late 1980s in the 
A. D. Hope Building at The Australian National University.page 134
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12 A.A. Phillips was educated at Melbourne University and Oxford University. Phillips
received attention in 1950 with his article ‘The Cultural Cringe’ in Meanjin, in
which he is critical of Australians’ tendency to be servile in the face of European
culture. His book The Australian Tradition (1958), which consisted of a selection of
his critical articles from Meanjin and Overland, established him as one of Australia’s
leading critics. He edited several books and wrote a critical work: Henry Lawson
(1970).A.A. Phillips is the object of Hope’s satire in Dunciad Minor (1970).

13 Oliver Sommerville was a Sydney poet contributing to journals such as Arna and
Hermes. He was known as being politically and personally eccentric and for his
impact on the life of the University of Sydney. Donald Horne was educated at the
University of Sydney, worked as a reporter, editor and writer of numerous books.
The Lucky Country (1964), a critique of Australian society, launched him into
literary prominence. In 1972, he changed his political allegiance from a conserva-
tive one to one in which he became an ardent supporter of the Labor Party.
Bill Pritchett was a senior public servant in the Defence Department.

14 John Reed (1901–81), although trained as a lawyer, became the President of the
Contemporary Art Society, Melbourne, and founder and director of the Museum
of Modern Art and Design of Australia in Melbourne. He, along with his wife
Sunday, was one of the most influential proponents of modernism in Australian
art. He was a prominent member of the Angry Penguins group and joint editor
and publisher of Angry Penguins.

15 Translation of ‘Lucidus ordo’, dependent on context, could range from ‘path of 
illumination’ to ‘bright array’.

16 Alf Conlon was principal of the Staff College at Middle Head in Sydney.
17 Murray Todd was a colleague of Hope’s; they taught together at Canberra

University College. Hope dedicated his A Book of Answers to Todd, who died
soon after taking the position of Chair of English at the University of Tasmania.

18 Gillian Guilford Young was the Archbishop of Tasmania during the 1960’s.
19 Ted Stokes presumably was an academic in 1976; it has not been possible

to secure any further information about him.
20 Ian Maxwell was a colleague of Hope’s at Melbourne University.
21 Translation:When you are alone, then you are most yourself.
22 Rasselas (1759) was Johnson’s only long fiction (originally published as The Prince

of Abyssinia:A Tale).The tale explores and exposes the futility of the pursuit of
happiness. Prince Rasselas, weary of life, escapes with his sister and the widely
travelled poet Imlac, from the Happy Valley where they all are dissatisfied, to
experience the world and make a thoughtful choice of life.Yet their journey is
filled with disappointment and disillusion.They examine the lives of men in a wide
range of occupations and modes of life in both urban and rural settings — rulers
and shepherds, philosophers, scholars, astronomers, and a hermit. Johnson satirises
the wish-fulfilling daydreams in which all indulge. His major characters resolve to
substitute the ‘choice of eternity’ for the ‘choice of life’, and to return to Abyssinia
(but not to Happy Valley) on their circular journey.
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